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Abstract

We describe our experiments with training algorithms for tree-to-tree synchronous tree-substitution grammar (STSG) for monolingual translation tasks such as sentence compression and paraphrasing. These translation tasks are characterized by the relative ability to commit to parallel parse trees and availability of word alignments, yet the unavailability of large-scale data, calling for a Bayesian tree-to-tree formalism. We formalize nonparametric Bayesian STSG with epsilon alignment in full generality, and provide a Gibbs sampling algorithm for posterior inference tailored to the task of extractive sentence compression. We achieve improvements against a number of baselines, including expectation maximization and variational Bayes training, illustrating the merits of nonparametric inference over the space of grammars as opposed to sparse parametric inference with a fixed grammar.

1 Introduction

Given an aligned corpus of tree pairs, we might want to learn a mapping between the paired trees. Such induction of tree mappings has application in a variety of natural-language-processing tasks including machine translation, paraphrase, and sentence compression. The induced tree mappings can be expressed by synchronous grammars. Where the tree pairs are isomorphic, synchronous context-free grammars (SCFG) may suffice, but in general, non-isomorphism can make the problem of rule extraction difficult (Galley and McKeown, 2007). More expressive formalisms such as synchronous tree-substitution (Eisner, 2003) or tree-adjoining grammars may better capture the pairings.

In this work, we explore techniques for inducing synchronous tree-substitution grammars (STSG) using as a testbed application extractive sentence compression. Learning an STSG from aligned trees is tantamount to determining a segmentation of the trees into elementary trees of the grammar along with an alignment of the elementary trees (see Figure 1 for an example of such a segmentation), followed by estimation of the weights for the extracted tree pairs. These elementary tree pairs serve as the rules of the extracted grammar. For SCFG, segmentation is trivial — each parent with its immediate children is an elementary tree — but the formalism then restricts us to deriving isomorphic tree pairs. STSG is much more expressive, especially if we allow some elementary trees on the source or target side to be unsynchronized, so that insertions and deletions can be modeled, but the segmentation and alignment problems become nontrivial.

Previous approaches to this problem have treated the two steps — grammar extraction and weight estimation — with a variety of methods. One approach is to use word alignments (where these can be reliably estimated, as in our testbed application) to align subtrees and extract rules (Och and Ney, 2004; Galley et al., 2004) but this leaves open the question of finding the right level of generality of the rules — how deep the rules should be and how much lexicalization they should involve — necessitating resorting to heuristics such as minimality of rules, and leading to

1Throughout the paper we will use the word STSG to refer to the tree-to-tree version of the formalism, although the string-to-tree version is also commonly used.
large grammars. Once a given set of rules is extracted, weights can be imputed using a discriminative approach to maximize the (joint or conditional) likelihood or the classification margin in the training data (taking or not taking into account the derivational ambiguity). This option leverages a large amount of manual domain knowledge engineering and is not in general amenable to latent variable problems.

A simpler alternative to this two step approach is to use a generative model of synchronous derivation and simultaneously segment and weight the elementary tree pairs to maximize the probability of the training data under that model; the simplest exemplar of this approach uses expectation maximization (EM) (Dempster et al., 1977). This approach has two frailties. First, EM search over the space of all possible rules is computationally impractical. Second, even if such a search were practical, the method is degenerate, pushing the probability mass towards larger rules in order to better approximate the empirical distribution of the data (Goldwater et al., 2006; DeNero et al., 2006). Indeed, the optimal grammar would be one in which each tree pair in the training data is its own rule. Therefore, proposals for using EM for this task start with a precomputed subset of rules, and with EM used just to assign weights within this grammar. In summary, previous methods suffer from problems of narrowness of search, having to restrict the space of possible rules, and overfitting in preferring overly specific grammars.

We pursue the use of hierarchical probabilistic models incorporating sparse priors to simultaneously solve both the narrowness and overfitting problems. Such models have been used as generative solutions to several other segmentation problems, ranging from word segmentation (Goldwater et al., 2006), to parsing (Cohn et al., 2009; Post and Gildea, 2009) and machine translation (DeNero et al., 2008; Cohn and Blunsom, 2009; Liu and Gildea, 2009). Segmentation is achieved by introducing a prior bias towards grammars that are compact representations of the data, namely by enforcing simplicity and sparsity: preferring simple rules (smaller segments) unless the use of a complex rule is evidenced by the data (through repetition), and thus mitigating the overfitting problem. A Dirichlet process (DP) prior is typically used to achieve this interplay. Interestingly, sampling-based nonparametric inference further allows the possibility of searching over the infinite space of grammars (and, in machine translation, possible word alignments), thus side-stepping the narrowness problem outlined above as well.

In this work, we use an extension of the aforementioned models of generative segmentation for STSG induction, and describe an algorithm for posterior inference under this model that is tailored to the task of extractive sentence compression. This task is characterized by the availability of word alignments, providing a clean testbed for investigating the effects of grammar extraction. We achieve substantial improvements against a number of baselines including EM, support vector machine (SVM) based discriminative training, and variational Bayes (VB). By comparing our method to a range of other methods that are subject differentially to the two problems, we can show that both play an important role in performance limitations, and that our method helps address both as well. Our results are thus not only encouraging for grammar estimation using sparse priors but also illustrate the merits of nonparametric inference over the space of grammars as opposed to sparse parametric inference with a fixed grammar.

In the following, we define the task of extractive sentence compression and the Bayesian STSG model, and algorithms we used for inference and prediction. We then describe the experiments in extractive sentence compression and present our results in contrast with alternative algorithms. We conclude by giving examples of compression patterns learned by the Bayesian method.

2 Sentence compression

Sentence compression is the task of summarizing a sentence while retaining most of the informational content and remaining grammatical (Jing, 2000). In extractive sentence compression, which we focus on in this paper, an order-preserving subset of the words in the sentence are selected to form the summary, that is, we summarize by deleting words (Knight and Marcu, 2002). An example sentence pair, which we use as a running example, is the following:

- Like FaceLift, much of ATM’s screen performance depends on the underlying application.
- ATM’s screen performance depends on the underlying application.
where the underlined words were deleted. In supervised sentence compression, the goal is to generalize from a parallel training corpus of sentences (source) and their compressions (target) to unseen sentences in a test set to predict their compressions. An unsupervised setup also exists; methods for the unsupervised problem typically rely on language models and linguistic/discourse constraints (Clarke and Lapata, 2006a; Turner and Charniak, 2005). Because these methods rely on dynamic programming to efficiently consider hypotheses over the space of all possible compressions of a sentence, they may be harder to extend to general paraphrasing.

3 The STSG Model

Synchronous tree-substitution grammar is a formalism for synchronously generating a pair of non-isomorphic source and target trees (Eisner, 2003). Every grammar rule is a pair of elementary trees aligned at the leaf level at their frontier nodes, which we will denote using the form

\[ c_s / c_t \rightarrow e_s / e_t, \gamma \]

(indices \(s\) for source, \(t\) for target) where \(c_s, c_t\) are root nonterminals of the elementary trees \(e_s, e_t\) respectively and \(\gamma\) is a 1-to-1 correspondence between the frontier nodes in \(e_s\) and \(e_t\). For example, the rule

\[ S / S \rightarrow (S (PP (IN Like) NP_{[\epsilon]} NP_{[1]} VP_{[2]}) / (S NP_{[1]} VP_{[2]})) \]

can be used to delete a subtree rooted at \(PP\). We use square bracketed indices to represent the alignment \(\gamma\) of frontier nodes — \(NP_{[1]}\) aligns with \(NP_{[1]}\); \(VP_{[2]}\) aligns with \(VP_{[2]}\); \(NP_{[\epsilon]}\) aligns with the special symbol \(\epsilon\) denoting a deletion from the source tree. Symmetrically \(\epsilon\)-aligned target nodes are used to represent insertions into the target tree. Similarly, the rule

\[ NP / \epsilon \rightarrow (NP (NN FaceLift)) / \epsilon \]

can be used to continue deriving the deleted subtree. See Figure 1 for an example of how an STSG with these rules would operate in synchronously generating our example sentence pair.

STSG is a convenient choice of formalism for a number of reasons. First, it eliminates the isomorphism and strong independence assumptions of SCFGs. Second, the ability to have rules deeper than one level provides a principled way of modeling lexicalization, whose importance has been emphasized (Galley and McKeown, 2007; Yamangil and Nelken, 2008). Third, we may have our STSG operate on trees instead of sentences, which allows for efficient parsing algorithms, as well as providing syntactic analyses for our predictions, which is desirable for automatic evaluation purposes.

A straightforward extension of the popular EM algorithm for probabilistic context free grammars (PCFG), the inside-outside algorithm (Lari and Young, 1990), can be used to estimate the rule weights of a given unweighted STSG based on a corpus of parallel parse trees \(t = t_1, \ldots, t_N\) where \(t_n = t_{n,s}/t_{n,t}\) for \(n = 1, \ldots, N\). Similarly, an
extension of the Viterbi algorithm is available for finding the maximum probability derivation, useful for predicting the target analysis $t_{N+1,t}$ for a test instance $t_{N+1,s}$. (Eisner, 2003) However, as noted earlier, EM is subject to the narrowness and overfitting problems.

3.1 The Bayesian generative process

Both of these issues can be addressed by taking a nonparametric Bayesian approach, namely, assuming that the elementary tree pairs are sampled from an independent collection of Dirichlet process (DP) priors. We describe such a process for sampling a corpus of tree pairs $t_n$.

For all pairs of root labels $c = c_s/c_t$ that we consider, where up to one of $c_s$ or $c_t$ can be $\epsilon$ (e.g., $S/S$, NP/$\epsilon$), we sample a sparse discrete distribution $G_c$ over infinitely many elementary tree pairs $e = e_s/e_t$ sharing the common root $c$ from a DP

$$G_c \sim \text{DP}(\alpha_c, P_0(\cdot | c))$$

where the DP has the concentration parameter $\alpha_c$ controlling the sparsity of $G_c$, and the base distribution $P_0(\cdot | c)$ is a distribution over novel elementary tree pairs that we describe more fully shortly.

We then sample a sequence of elementary tree pairs to serve as a derivation for each observed derived tree pair. For each $n = 1, \ldots, N$, we sample elementary tree pairs $e_n = e_{n,1}, \ldots, e_{n,d_n}$ in a derivation sequence (where $d_n$ is the number of rules used in the derivation), consulting $G_c$ whenever an elementary tree pair with root $c$ is to be sampled.

$$e \sim \text{id} G_c, \quad \text{for all } e \text{ whose root label is } c$$

Given the derivation sequence $e_n$, a tree pair $t_n$ is determined, that is,

$$p(t_n | e_n) = \begin{cases} 1 & e_{n,1}, \ldots, e_{n,d_n} \text{ derives } t_n \\ 0 & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}$$

(2)

The hyperparameters $\alpha_c$ can be incorporated into the generative model as random variables; however, we opt to fix these at various constants to investigate different levels of sparsity.

For the base distribution $P_0(\cdot | c)$ there are a variety of choices; we used the following simple scenario. (We take $c = c_s/c_t$.)

Synchronous rules For the case where neither $c_s$ nor $c_t$ are the special symbol $\epsilon$, the base distribution first generates $e_s$ and $e_t$ independently, and then samples an alignment between the frontier nodes. Given a nonterminal, an elementary tree is generated by first making a decision to expand the nonterminal (with probability $\beta_c$) or to leave it as a frontier node $(1 - \beta_c)$. If the decision to expand was made, we sample an appropriate rule from a PCFG which we estimate ahead...
of time from the training corpus. We expand the nonterminal using this rule, and then repeat the same procedure for every child generated that is a nonterminal until there are no generated nonterminal children left. This is done independently for both $e_s$ and $e_t$. Finally, we sample an alignment between the frontier nodes uniformly at random out of all possible alignments.

### Deletion/insertion rules
If $c_t = \epsilon$, that is, we have a deletion rule, we need to generate $e = e_s/\epsilon$. (The insertion rule case is symmetric.) The base distribution generates $e_s$ using the same process described for synchronous rules above. Then with probability 1 we align all frontier nodes in $e_s$ with $\epsilon$. In essence, this process generates TSG rules, rather than STSG rules, which are used to cover deleted (or inserted) subtrees.

This simple base distribution does nothing to enforce an alignment between the internal nodes of $e_s$ and $e_t$. One may come up with more sophisticated base distributions. However the main point of the base distribution is to encode a controllable preference towards simpler rules; we therefore make the simplest possible assumption.

#### 3.2 Posterior inference via Gibbs sampling

Assuming fixed hyperparameters $\alpha = \{\alpha_c\}$ and $\beta = \{\beta_c\}$, our inference problem is to find the posterior distribution of the derivation sequences $e = e_1, \ldots, e_N$ given the observations $t = t_1, \ldots, t_N$. Applying Bayes’ rule, we have

$$p(e \mid t) \propto p(t \mid e)p(e)$$ (3)

where $p(t \mid e)$ is a 0/1 distribution (2) which does not depend on $G_c$, and $p(e)$ can be obtained by collapsing $G_c$ for all $c$.

Consider repeatedly generating elementary tree pairs $e_1, \ldots, e_t$, all with the same root $c$, iid from $G_c$. Integrating over $G_c$, the $e_i$ become dependent. The conditional prior of the $i$-th elementary tree pair given previously generated ones $e_{<i} = e_1, \ldots, e_{i-1}$ is given by

$$p(e_i \mid e_{<i}) = \frac{n_{e_i} + \alpha_c P_0(e_i \mid c)}{i - 1 + \alpha_c}$$ (4)

where $n_{e_i}$ denotes the number of times $e_i$ occurs in $e_{<i}$. Since the collapsed model is exchangeable in the $e_i$, this formula forms the backbone of the inference procedure that we describe next. It also makes clear DP’s inductive bias to reuse elementary tree pairs.

We use Gibbs sampling (Geman and Geman, 1984), a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method, to sample from the posterior (3). A derivation $e$ of the corpus $t$ is completely specified by an alignment between the source nodes and the corresponding target nodes (as well as $\epsilon$ on either side), which we take to be the state of the sampler. We start at a random derivation of the corpus, and at every iteration resample a derivation by amending the current one through local changes made at the node level, in the style of Goldwater et al. (2006).

Our sampling updates are extensions of those used by Cohn and Blunsom (2009) in MT, but are tailored to our task of extractive sentence compression. In our task, no target node can align with $\epsilon$ (which would indicate a subtree insertion), and barring unary branches no source node $i$ can align with two different target nodes $j$ and $j'$ at the same time (indicating a tree expansion). Rather, the configurations of interest are those in which only source nodes $i$ can align with $\epsilon$, and two source nodes $i$ and $j'$ can align with the same target node $j$. Thus, the alignments of interest are not arbitrary relations, but (partial) functions from nodes in $e_s$ to nodes in $e_t$ or $\epsilon$. We therefore sample in the direction from source to target. In particular, we visit every tree pair and each of its source nodes $i$, and update its alignment by selecting between and within two choices: (a) unaligned, (b) aligned with some target node $j$ or $\epsilon$. The number of possibilities $j$ in (b) is significantly limited, firstly by the word alignment (for instance, a source node dominating a deleted subspan cannot be aligned with a target node), and secondly by the current alignment of other nearby aligned source nodes. (See Cohn and Blunsom (2009) for details of matching spans under tree constraints.)

---

2One reviewer was concerned that since we explicitly disallow insertion rules in our sampling procedure, our model that generates such rules wastes probability mass and is therefore “deficient”. However, we regard sampling as a separate step from the data generation process, in which we can formulate more effective algorithms by using our domain knowledge that our data set was created by annotators who were instructed to delete words only. Also, disallowing insertion rules in the base distribution unnecessarily complicates the definition of the model, whereas it is straightforward to define the joint distribution of all (potentially useful) rules and then use domain knowledge to constrain the support of that distribution during inference, as we do here. In fact, it is pos-
More formally, let \( e_M \) be the elementary tree pair rooted at the closest aligned ancestor \( i' \) of node \( i \) when it is unaligned; and let \( e_A \) and \( e_B \) be the elementary tree pairs rooted at \( i' \) and \( i \) respectively when \( i \) is aligned with some target node \( j \) or \( t \). Then, by exchangeability of the elementary trees sharing the same root label, and using (4), we have

\[
p(\text{unalign}) = \frac{n_{e_M} + \alpha_{e_M} P_0(e_M | c_M)}{n_{c_M} + \alpha_{c_M}} \tag{5}
\]

\[
p(\text{align with } j) = \frac{n_{e_A} + \alpha_{e_A} P_0(e_A | c_A)}{n_{c_A} + \alpha_{c_A}} 
\times \frac{n_{e_B} + \alpha_{e_B} P_0(e_B | c_B)}{n_{c_B} + \alpha_{c_B}} \tag{6}
\]

where the counts \( n_{e_i}, n_{c_i} \) are with respect to the current derivation of the rest of the corpus; except for \( n_{e_B}, n_{c_B} \) we also make sure to account for having generated \( e_A \). See Figure 2 for an illustration of the sampling updates.

It is important to note that the sampler described can move from any derivation to any other derivation with positive probability (if only, for example, by virtue of fully merging and then resegmenting), which guarantees convergence to the posterior (3). However some of these transition probabilities can be extremely small due to passing through low probability states with large elementary trees; in turn, the sampling procedure is prone to local modes. In order to counteract this and to improve mixing we used simulated annealing. The probability mass function (5-7) was raised to the power \( 1/T \) with \( T \) dropping linearly from \( T = 5 \) to \( T = 0 \). Furthermore, using a final temperature of zero, we recover a maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate which we denote \( e_{MAP} \).

### 3.3 Prediction

We discuss the problem of predicting a target tree \( t_{N+1,t} \) that corresponds to a source tree \( t_{N+1,s} \) unseen in the observed corpus \( t \). The maximum probability tree (MPT) can be found by considering all possible ways to derive it. However a much simpler alternative is to choose the target tree implied by the maximum probability derivatio

\[
e^* = \arg\max_e p(e | t_s, t_t)
\]

\[
= \arg\max_e \sum_e p(e | t_s, e) p(e | t_t)
\]

where \( e \) denotes a derivation for \( t = t_s/t_t \). (We suppress the \( N + 1 \) subscripts for brevity.) We approximate this objective first by substituting \( \delta_{e_{MAP}}(e) \) for \( p(e | t) \) and secondly using a finite STSG model for the infinite \( p(e | t_s, e_{MAP}) \), which we obtain simply by normalizing the rule counts in \( e_{MAP} \). We use dynamic programming for parsing under this finite model (Eisner, 2003).\(^3\)

Unfortunately, this approach does not ensure that the test instances are parsable, since \( t_s \) may include unseen structure or novel words. A workaround is to include all zero-count context free copy rules such as

\[
\text{NP / NP} \rightarrow (\text{NP NP}_{[1]} \text{PP}_{[2]}) / (\text{NP NP}_{[1]} \text{PP}_{[2]})
\]

\[
\text{NP / } \epsilon \rightarrow (\text{NP NP}_{[1]} \text{PP}_{[1]}) / \epsilon
\]

in order to smooth our finite model. We used Laplace smoothing (adding 1 to all counts) as it gave us interpretable results.

### 4 Evaluation

We compared the Gibbs sampling compressor (GS) against a version of maximum a posteriori EM (with Dirichlet parameter greater than 1) and a discriminative STSG based on SVM training (Cohn and Lapata, 2008) (SVM). EM is a natural benchmark, while SVM is also appropriate since it can be taken as the state of the art for our task.\(^4\)

We used a publicly available extractive sentence compression corpus: the Broadcast News compressions corpus (BNC) of Clarke and Lapata (2006a). This corpus consists of 1370 sentence pairs that were manually created from transcribed Broadcast News stories. We split the pairs into training, development, and testing sets of 1000,

---

\(^3\)We experimented with MPT using Monte Carlo integration over possible derivations; the results were not significantly different from those using MPD.

\(^4\)The comparison system described by Cohn and Lapata (2008) attempts to solve a more general problem than ours, abstractive sentence compression. However, given the nature of the data that we provided, it can only learn to compress by deleting words. Since the system is less specialized to the task, their model requires additional heuristics in decoding not needed for extractive compression, which might cause a reduction in performance. Nonetheless, because the comparison system is a generalization of the extractive SVM compressor of Cohn and Lapata (2007), we do not expect that the results would differ qualitatively.
Table 1: Precision, recall, relational F1 and compression rate (%) for various systems on the 200-sentence BNC test set. The compression rate for the gold standard was 65.67%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SVM</th>
<th>EM</th>
<th>GS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>55.60</td>
<td>58.80</td>
<td>58.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>53.37</td>
<td>56.58</td>
<td>64.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relational F1</td>
<td>54.46</td>
<td>57.67</td>
<td>61.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compression rate</td>
<td>59.72</td>
<td>64.11</td>
<td>65.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Average grammar and importance scores for various systems on the 20-sentence subsample. Scores marked with * are significantly different than the corresponding GS score at $\alpha < .05$ and with † at $\alpha < .01$ according to post-hoc Tukey tests. ANOVA was significant at $p < .01$ both for grammar and importance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SVM</th>
<th>EM</th>
<th>GS</th>
<th>Gold</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grammar</td>
<td>2.75†</td>
<td>2.85*</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>4.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importance</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>2.67*</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>3.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp. rate</td>
<td>68.18</td>
<td>64.07</td>
<td>67.97</td>
<td>62.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In our experiments with the publicly available SVM system we used all except paraphrasal rules extracted from bilingual corpora (Cohn and Lapata, 2008). The model chosen for testing had parameter for trade-off between training error and margin set to $C = 0.001$, used margin rescaling, and Hamming distance over bags of tokens with brevity penalty for loss function. EM used a subset of the rules extracted by SVM, namely all rules except non-head deleting compression rules, and was initialized uniformly. Each EM instance was characterized by two parameters: $\alpha$, the smoothing parameter for MAP-EM, and $\delta$, the smoothing parameter for augmenting the learned grammar with rules extracted from unseen data (add-$(\delta - 1)$ smoothing was used), both of which were fit to the development set using grid-search over $(1, 2]$. The model chosen for testing was $(\alpha, \delta) = (1.0001, 1.01)$.

GS was initialized at a random derivation. We sampled the alignments of the source nodes in random order. The sampler was run for 5000 iterations with annealing. All hyperparameters $\alpha_c, \beta_c$ were held constant at $\alpha, \beta$ for simplicity and were fit using grid-search over $\alpha \in [10^{-6}, 10^0], \beta \in [10^{-3}, 0.5]$. The model chosen for testing was $(\alpha, \beta) = (100, 0.1)$.

As an automated metric of quality, we compute F-score based on grammatical relations (relational F1, or RelF1) (Riezler et al., 2003), by which the consistency between the set of predicted grammatical relations and those from the gold standard is measured, which has been shown by Clarke and Lapata (2006b) to correlate reliably with human judgments. We also conducted a small human subjective evaluation of the grammaticality and informativeness of the compressions generated by the various methods.

4.1 Automated evaluation

For all three systems we obtained predictions for the test set and used the Stanford parser to extract grammatical relations from predicted trees and the gold standard. We computed precision, recall, RelF1 (all based on grammatical relations), and compression rate (percentage of the words that are retained), which we report in Table 1. The results for GS are averages over five independent runs. EM gives a strong baseline since it already uses rules that are limited in depth and number of frontier nodes by stipulation, helping with the overfitting we have mentioned, surprisingly outperforming its discriminative counterpart in both precision and recall and consequently RelF1. GS however maintains the same level of precision as EM while improving recall, bringing an overall improvement in RelF1.

4.2 Human evaluation

We randomly subsampled our 200-sentence test set for 20 sentences to be evaluated by human judges through Amazon Mechanical Turk. We asked 15 self-reported native English speakers for their judgments of GS, EM, and SVM output sentences and the gold standard in terms of grammaticality (how fluent the compression is) and importance (how much of the meaning of and important information from the original sentence is retained) on a scale of 1 (worst) to 5 (best). We report in Table 2 the average scores. EM and SVM perform at very similar levels, which we attribute to using the same set of rules, while GS performs at a level substantially better than both, and much closer to human performance in both criteria. The
human evaluation indicates that the superiority of the Bayesian nonparametric method is underappreciated by the automated evaluation metric.

4.3 Discussion

The fact that GS performs better than EM can be attributed to two reasons: (1) GS uses a sparse prior and selects a compact representation of the data (grammar sizes ranged from 4K-7K for GS compared to a grammar of about 35K rules for EM). (2) GS does not commit to a precomputed grammar and searches over the space of all grammars to find one that bests represents the corpus. It is possible to introduce DP-like sparsity in EM using variational Bayes (VB) training. We experiment with this next in order to understand how dominant the two factors are. The VB algorithm requires a simple update to the M-step formulas for EM where the expected rule counts are normalized, such that instead of updating the rule weight in the $t$-th iteration as in the following

$$\theta_{c,e}^{t+1} = \frac{n_{c,e} + \alpha - 1}{n_{c.} + K\alpha - K}$$

where $n_{c,e}$ represents the expected count of rule $c \rightarrow e$, and $K$ is the total number of ways to rewrite $c$, we now take into account our DP($\alpha_c, P_0(\cdot | c)$) prior in (1), which, when truncated to a finite grammar, reduces to a $K$-dimensional Dirichlet prior with parameter $\alpha_c P_0(\cdot | c)$. Thus in VB we perform a variational E-step with the subprobabilities given by

$$\theta_{c,e}^{t+1} = \frac{\exp(\Psi(n_{c,e} + \alpha_c P_0(e | c)))}{\exp(\Psi(n_{c.} + \alpha_e))}$$

where $\Psi$ denotes the digamma function. (Liu and Gildea, 2009) (See MacKay (1997) for details.) Hyperparameters were handled the same way as for GS.

Instead of selecting a single model on the development set, here we provide the whole spectrum of models and their performances in order to better understand their comparative behavior. In Figure 3 we plot RelF1 on the test set versus compression rate and compare GS, EM, and VB ($\beta = 0.1$ fixed, $\alpha, \delta$ ranging in $[10^{-6}, 10^6] \times (1, 2]$). Overall, we see that GS maintains roughly the same level of precision as EM (despite its larger compression rates) while achieving an improvement in recall, consequently performing at a higher RelF1 level. We note that VB somewhat bridges the gap between GS and EM, without quite reaching GS performance. We conclude that the mitigation of the two factors (narrowness and overfitting) both contribute to the performance gain of GS.$^3$

4.4 Example rules learned

In order to provide some insight into the grammar extracted by GS, we list in Tables (3) and (4) high

---

$^3$We have also experimented with VB with parametric independent symmetric Dirichlet priors. The results were similar to EM with the exception of sparse priors resulting in smaller grammars and slightly improving performance.
a pattern of compression used many times in the BNC in sentence pairs such as "NPR’s Anne Garrels reports" / "Anne Garrels reports". Such an informative rule with nontrivial collocation (between the possessive marker and the word “reports”) would be hard to extract heuristically and can only be extracted by reasoning across the training examples.

5 Conclusion

We explored nonparametric Bayesian learning of non-isomorphic tree mappings using Dirichlet process priors. We used the task of extractive sentence compression as a testbed to investigate the effects of sparse priors and nonparametric inference over the space of grammars. We showed that, despite its degeneracy, expectation maximization is a strong baseline when given a reasonable grammar. However, Gibbs-sampling-based nonparametric inference achieves improvements against this baseline. Our investigation with variational Bayes showed that the improvement is due both to finding sparse grammars (mitigating overfitting) and to searching over the space of all grammars (mitigating narrowness). Overall, we take these results as being encouraging for STSG based sentence compression: An integer program-

Table 3: High probability ROOT / ROOT compression rules from the final state of the sampler.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule 1</th>
<th>Rule 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: High probability S / S compression rules from the final state of the sampler.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule 1</th>
<th>Rule 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
<td>$\text{S \ NP}_1\ VP$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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